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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to give the Board, as decided in 
resolution EB32.RI6 ,1 "a comprehensive report on the subject of community 
water supplies, with a view to its being submitted to the Seventeenth World 
Health Assembly".

An adequate supply of safe water is recognized today as a basic essential 
for healthful living and economic progress. The continued emphasis which Member 
States of the World Health Organization attach to safe water supply in the 
protection and promotion of health is reflected by the selection of the subject 
of "The influence of community water supply programmes on health and social

2progress" for the Technical Discussions at the Seventeenth World Health Assembly.

This report presents an appraisal of community water supply, chiefly in 
developing countries, and the needs to improve existing conditions. It lists 
a number of steps that have been found to be essential in the developing of 
community water supply programmes, it indicates an intermediate water supply goal 
which can be attained if the necessary priority is given to activities in this 
important field of health and proposes action by the World Health Organization to 
assist Member governments to achieve the desired improvement.

In the developed countries community water supplies have reached high health 
and technical standards. Even so, certain improvements, chiefly with respect to 
the protection of water quality against the pollution and contamination are still

1 Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 7th ed., p. 91
2 Resolution EB30.R16, Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 7th ed., p. 210
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needed in these countries. The most urgent need, however, exists in the developing 
countries where most of the people are still in need of the minimum quantities of 
safe water. There, community water supply is one of the first steps of environmental 
health improvement» This report focuses on the conditions and needs of community 
water supply in the developing countries.

I. THE PROBLEM DEFINED

Inadequate water supply to 90 per cent, of the people

1. Community water supply conditions are still unsatisfactory in large areas of the 
world. While in many developed countries a piped supply of wholesome water is 
enjoyed by almost every person, it can safely be stated that in the less developed 
areas of the world probably as many as 90 per cent, of the population have either 
inadequate piped water service or are being supplied with unsafe water.

2. From a study"*" of urban water supply conditions in 75 selected countries in the 
less developed parts of the world, disturbing facts emerge that only about 30 per cent, 
of the urban population in these countries, and certainly less than 10 per cent, of 
their total population, is supplied with piped water in the home. When it is supplied 
it is frequently on the basis of intermittent service, amounting to a few hours each day, 
and under very simple technical and health standards and without suitable supervision
of the quality of the water.

About 40 per cent, of the urban population in these countries, and probably 
at least 70 per cent, of the total population, have no access to piped water at all 
within reasonable distances. These people rely on drinking-water taken from wells, 
rivers and other sources that are open to contamination with disease-transmitting 
organisms, or they have to buy water from street vendors at prices so high that 
consumption must be limited to amounts less than the minimum required for adequate 
living. These are the people most urgently in need of the benefits of satisfactory 
supplies.

World Health Organization (19бЗ) Urban water supply conditions and needs 
in 75 selected countries, Public Health Paper, 23 (In print) (The 75 selected countries 
are listed in Annex I)



The remainder - 30 per cent, of the urban dwellers and possibly 10-20 per cent, 
of the total population - obtains drinking-water from public outlets. Detailed 
results of this study of urban water supply conditions are contained in Annex II and
III.

3. Considering Africa, Asia and Latin America as the major areas of concern, it 
may be stated that present urban water supply conditions are relatively worst in 
Asia, most advanced in Latin America end mediocre in Africa. As far as the 
magnitude of present backlogs are concerned the greatest present construction needs 
exist in Asia. Needs in Africa and Latin America are about equal and the greatest 
individual demands exist in India, Indonesia, the Philippines, Nigeria, Brazil,
Pakistan, Korea and China.

4. Of the 75 selected countries,'1' 60 countries with an urban population of
245 million (i.e. 77 per cent, of the urban population in all 75 countries) are located 
in Africa, Latin America, South-West and Central-South Asia. Information was available 
for these countries, sufficient for a qualitative evaluation of actual water supply 
conditions. It appears that in a great majority of these countries, (88 per cent.) 
with a total of almost 90 per cent, of the urban population, water supply conditions 
are either "insufficient" or "very insufficient". In only three per cent, of the 
countries with five per cent, of the urban population are urban water supply conditions 
"good".

EB33/23
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Community water 
supply conditions

Countries Urban population 
in countries covered

Number % of total Number % of total

Good 3 ■ 5 12 080 COO 5
Fair 4 7 15 020 000 6
Insufficient 33 55 121 040 000 49
Very insufficient 20 33 97 100 000 40

TOTAL 60 100 245 240 000 100

See footnote 1 on page 2
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More and more people need water

5. As the world population increases more and more people need water. Population 
growth and the increasing impact of urbanization place water needs in excess of the 
backlog of the existing unsatisfactory water supply conditions. World population
increased at a rate of 1.7 per cent, annually from 1950 to 1959.^ Estimates of

2futrare growth vary. The United Nations predict 3590 to 386O million people in 
1975 and 4880 to 69OO million in 2000 respectively, although even higher estimates 
are made by some researchers.

Population growth in the developing countries is more rapid than in other parts
3of the world. In the 75 selected developing countries studied, the population 

expands at an annual rate of 2.4 per cent., i.e. almost 40 per cent, faster than the 
world population; 1351 million people lived in these countries in 1962 and the 
population is estimated at 1922 millions in 1977- This is an increase of 42 per cent* 
over a 15-year period.

6. Considerable portions of this population growth are absorbed by the cities and 
towns. Although the world is still mainly rural in character, cities and towns
are growing rapidly and increasing the urban area of world population. One thousand 
six hundred and eight million people, or 13.6 per cent, of the world population were 
"urban" in 19ОО. Fifty years later 2450 million people, or 29-2 per cent, lived 
in cities and towns, and this trend will continue. The present rate of world-wide 
urban growth is near 3*0 per cent., i.e. about two-and-a-half times higher than the 
rural world population growth rate.

1 Demographic Yearbook (i960) United Nations, New York
2 United Nations (1958) The future growth of world population,

Document No. ST/SOA/Ser.A/28, New York
3 See footnote 1 on page 2
4 Definitions of "urban" vary from country to country. The data presented 

here is based on the national census definitions of "urban" (see Demographic Yearbook 
(I960) United Nations, New York)



Urbanization in the developing countries is generally at a less advanced stage, 
however, it is proceeding faster than in the developed countries. A United Nations 
Group df Experts on Housing and Urban Development^ estimated that the urban population 
in Africa, Asia and Latin America increased from 3l6 million in 1950 (18.2 per cent, 
of total) to 775 million in 1977 (27*1 per cent, of total).

2Urban populations in the 75 selected countries included in the recent World 
Health Organization Community Water Supply study were estimated at 320 million and 
527 million in I962 and 1975 respectively. Their high rate of urban growth (3*4 per cent 
results in gradual shifts of population from "rural" to "urban".

Total Rural Urban .
% % %

1962 100 76.5 23.5

1977 100 72.8 27-2

The gap is widening

7. With this tremendous backlog in urban water supply conditions in most parts of 
the world and with the growth of population, is water supply improvement arid construc
tion keeping pace with population growth? The answer to this vital question is 
regrettably "no". There are, of course, encouraging examples of action taken bÿ local 
authorities and governments. There are reports of new water supplies being constructed 
and existing schemes being modified and improved. There are, also, many cases in 
which water supply to. urban communities has become part of a programme for national 
or regional planning and thus received the support necessary for improvement and 
renewal. For example, from one developing country it is reported that 42 municipal 
supplies are under way at the present time. Another country shows 48 supplies 
completed since 1955» with 8l now under construction and with plans in process for 
31 more - an impressive total of 159 new installations serving a population of
3 145 000 in this one country.

United Nations Group of Experts on Housing and Urban Development, Meeting 
7-12 February 1962, Working Paper No. 9» Estimated housing requirements in Africa., 
Asia and Latin America, 1960-1975

See footnote 1 on page 22
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However, while exact data is unavailable for the actual construction, it 
can safely be stated that in most countries of the less developed areas of the world, 
growth of water supply facilities is falling more and more behind the increasing needs. 
For example, one of the developing countries with one of the better records in pro
viding water supply for its people shows that for the past three-year period the number 
of people served by safe water has increased by 4.5 per cent. Yet, in the same period, 
the population increase of the country was 8.0 per centI In another developing 
country with a large population the population increase for the three-year period 
was 3*5 per cent., while the increase in the people served by clean piped water was 
only 0.1 per cent, during the same time. Of the 60 countries mentioned in 
paragraph 4, in only five or six did urban waterworks construction actually proceed 
at a rate sufficiently high to close the gap and match the growing needs.

II. EFFECTS OF COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES ON HEALTH AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Water supply and disease

8. There is little need in this report to emphasize the impact of water supply on 
public health. Cholera, typhoid and paratyphoid, bacillary and amoebic dysenteries 
and the diarrhoeal diseases together are the leading causes of death and disabling 
sickness, and especially infant deaths in the lesser developed areas of the world.
All of these diseases may be transmitted through drinking water taken from an unsafe 
source or distributed to the consumer by unsafe means.

9. It has been estimated that in the less developed countries about 500 million 
people suffer from these diseases each year. In many countries the diarrhoeal 
diseases represent the first or second cause of death and - on a world-wide basis •- 
they account for about five million infant deaths per year.-

10. There are numerous examples from many countries which demonstrate the extent
to which water-borne diseases can be reduced by providing safe piped water to areas

2where formerly drinking-water was obtained from unsafe sources. Evidence of how

 ̂Logan, J.'(l960) The International Municipal Water Supply Programme,
Amer. J. trop¿ Med. - 9

2 Replies to a WHO questionnaire on water supply quality, 1962
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powerful safe piped water supplies are used as an instrument for fighting water-borne
diseases is frequently provided from Member States. Por example, Japan, Cuba, Peru,
Columbia, Pakistan, Ceylon, Malagasy, Kuwait and India have recently reported that
the incidence of such diseases was markedly reduced after water supply conditions
improved. In Japan1 the number of cases of intestinal communicable diseases in
30 rural areas was reduced by 71-5 per cent., the incidence of trachoma by 64 per cent.
and the death-rate of infants and young children by 51*7 per cent, after installation

2of sound water supplies. In Uttar Pradesh the cholera death-rate was reduced by 
75 per cent., the typhoid death-rate by 73*6 per cent., the dysentery death-rate 
by 23*1 per cent, and the diarrhoeal death-rate by 42.7 per cent.

11. Balancing the role that water plays in carrying disease and infection, it has 
been found in recent years to have great significance in hygienic uses. The mere 
absence or presence of water for cleansing purposes is already a measure of great 
'health importance. Not only does available water have its beneficial effect in 
hand washing, but it is being found to have an important influence sometimes quite 
indirectly, upon the incidence and persistence of diseases such as trachoma, yaws 
and bilharziasis, which are not themselves water-borne.

Water supply and economy

12. The impact of community water supplies on economic progress is recognized more 
and more by economic planners. There are many examples of communities that came 
into being and have grown as the result of clean water supplies, and there are 
depressing cases of communities which have fallen into economic stagnation and social 
decline from the lack of clean water supplies.

13. Although it is difficult to establish a quantitative relationship between, say, 
the extent to which piped water is supplied to urban settlements and the rate of 
economic growth, economists agree that without sound urban conditions no lasting 
economic development can take place. Sound economic conditions, however, depend 
largely on adequate urban services, among which one of the most essential is 
abundant and safe water supply.

1 Replies to a WHO questionnaire on water supply quality, 1962
о Zaheer, M. et al. (1962) A note on urban water supply in Uttar Pradesh, 

J. Indian med. Ass. 38, No. 4
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Water ranks high among the natural resources and is of particular importance 
as a basic necessity for industrial activities. However, safe piped water is of 
even more consequence. Even a partial reduction of the high incidence of water-borne 
diseases adds considerable manpower to the economic forces which otherwise would be 
lost in the struggle for progress in many of the developing countries.

14. There is no doubt that neglect of public utilities, among them community 
water supply, can become a most serious drag on economic progress. Economists 
are agreed that investment must be made in basic services such as public health 
without which primary, secondary, or tertiary productive activities cannot function. 
From this point of view, public health and water supply is not an end in itself, but 
rather a basic investment to provide the services needed to support directive 
productive activities. For example, a city in one of the highly industrialized 
countries struggled with one water crisis after another. Consequently., no new 
industries developed for almost 50 years. Finally, a new water supply was constructed 
Suddenly, inquiries from water-dependent industries soared. Expansion of the water 
system made more than 4000 acres of industrially-zoned property available. Businesses 
including 11 new firms, invested $ 16 million within a few years after the new water 
system was in operation. Payrolls went up 40 per cent., earnings more than 
50 per cent., savings 80 per cent, and the population increased 17 per cent. - 
all well above average for the area.

15* One factor of direct and important economic effect which is often overlooked 
is the matter of labour and materials entering into water supply construction 
programmes. These afford employment for large amounts of local labour and provide 
for the development of skills that will be of future benefit. They also serve to 
stimulate the growth and development of national industries that may have great 
impact upon the future economy of the country.

III. ESSENTIAL STEPS IN THE PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL PROGRAMMES

16. There are sufficient resources available in the world to bring piped water to 
most people. With the exception of only a few countries, water is plentiful and 
sufficient to satisfy various demands. Water technology is advanced enough to
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master technical problems of most kinds. Accelerated waterworks construction is not 
unattainable, for the capital needed - important as it is - can be raised. The 
personnel required to staff water organizations at all levels can be trained, and 
experience is available with respect to the best possible organization to plan, 
design, build and operate and maintain community water supplies.

1 7. With this knowledge and these resources at hand the improvement of community 
water supply conditions throughout the world becomes a matter of "organizing the 
available potential". This task, which involves organizational, legislative, 
economic and technical training is - in principle, a responsibility resting with the 
governments. Assistance from outside will accelerate progress, but basically the 
problems of community water supply development are dealt with on the national level.
The main impetus that is given by outside assistance is in creating conditions that 
are favourable to the establishment of national programmes.

18. Two cases may serve as examples to demonstrate how community water supply may 
become part of general programmes for social and economic development, and how this 
will make available resources for actual water supply construction.

(a) The India Water Supply and Sanitation Programme is an example of positive action 
taken by central and state governments. As part of the post-war reconstruction 
activities, some of the Indian States initiated their Five-Year Plans in which provision 
was included for the implementation of urban and rural water supply and sanitation 
schemes. Then came the First Five-Year Plan (1951-56) of the National Government.
In the initial stages of the Plan, provision of water supply and sanitation schemes in 
the states was made from the Fund under Community Development Works and Local Develop
ment Works included in the Plan.

In 1954 the Ministry of Health established the National Water Supply and Sanitary 
Programme. The object of this programme was to assist the states in the implementation 
of urban and rural schemes. The state governments are given loans for the urban 
schemes and a 50 per cent, grant-in-aid for the rural schemes. In the case of rural 
communities, the additional 50 per cent, required is met through contributions by the 
local people and the state government. The construction costs may also be provided 
from local government or municipality funds.
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Two hundred and fifty-two urban and 133 rural water supply and sanitation 
projects were approved in the last 18 months of the first Five-Year Plan. The efforts 
continued in the second Five-Year Plan in which some 208 urban and 214 rural schemes 
were started. The total expenditure in the second Plan under the national water supply 
and sanitation programme was about $ 125 million. The Community Development Department 
which is also engaged in the provision of rural water supplies and the Local Development 
Work Programme spend about $ 51 million mainly in the construction and renovation 
of wells. The work undertaken by the Welfare and Backward Class Programme is estimated 
to have constructed and renovated about 20 000 wells.

The third Five-Year Plan provides a total of $ 186 million for urban water supply 
and sanitation schemes and $ 140 million for rural water supply schemes under the four 
departments mentioned above.

(b) The Ten-Year Water Supply Plan for Latin America, as incorporated in the 
Charter of Punta del Este, establishes highest priority for urban and rural water 
supply as judged by all of the criteria. As water relates to the Charter objectives 
this is demonstrated dramatically by the following points.

(1) The Charter objectives to reduce mortality of children under five years 
of age to one half the present rate, and to increase by five years the life 
expectancy at birth of every person, will in large measure be attainable by, 
and be contingent on, the provision of safe and ample water used for drinking 
and personal cleanliness.

No other single measure will ensure attainment of these objectives and if 
this measure is not taken, the objectives will not be reached.

(2) The Charter objectives call for raising the standard of living of the 
needier sectors of the population and for taking advantage of all possible local 
resources to reach the goals established.

In addition to all the general items set forth in the Charter and those relating 
to preventive medicine, training, studies and organization, the following specific 
statements from the Charter are noted for the consideration of environmental health 
activities:
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(1 ) to adopt legal and institutional measures to ensure compliance with the 
principles and standards of individual and collective medicine for the execution 
of projects of industrialization, urbanization, housing, rural development, 
education, tourism and others;

(2) to complete projects that are now being executed, particularly those
• related to sanitation, sanitary education and other projects for the protection 

of health, giving due priority to the emergency programmes of certain countries;

(3) to supply potable water and sewers for at least 70 per cent, of the urban 
population during the present decade, as a minimum.

One of the principles laid down in the Charter is that of self-help. This is 
interpreted to mean self-help by the governments and self-help by the people. On 
this understanding, maximum financial and labour support comes from the peoples 
benefited. It is noted that there are substantial untapped resources at local levels 
which can be utilized where projects such as water supply are proposed and which reflect 
the needs and wishes of the people.

19. From these and similar examples, and from the experience gained so far, it 
seems necessary for the following steps to be undertaken for the successful development 
of programmes.

20. A national policy on community water supply

Community water supply is effectively promoted where governments have identified 
water resources as an integral part of their policy. Such policies deal with 
priorities for community water supply with respect to other areas of government or 
private investment and general water resources development, the establishment of 
principal responsibilities of various governmental or semi-governmental agencies 
for planning, design and operation, and the financing of water schemes. They put 
forward the fundamental objective of making community water supply an important aim 
in the drive for better health and better living. They attract financial support 
from lending institutions of all kinds, manpower, and last but not least, support 
from the general public without which endeavours in this important field of public 
services would fail.
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21. Modem water legislation

Equally important is the revision of existing legislation and the establishment 
of modern water laws. The prime issue concerns water rights, especially if water 
is in short supply and there are many uses for it. Water legislation also sets 
priorities for community water supply and water protection in their relation to other 
uses of water. It prescribes licensing requirements and administrative procedures. 
Liabilities are assigned and a system of government supervision, at least of water 
quality is established. Water legislation also provides the basis for government 
organization and government subsidies.

22. Water supply in economic development

Programmes for the improvement of water supply conditions should be incorporated 
into existing or proposed general economic development plans. This will gear water 
supply development to general economic growth, and secure political support, capital 
and manpower. Making community water supply part of the general economic development 
programme removes one of the major drawbacks in this field - lack of support. It will 
also attract foreign capital, either private or as provided under bilateral or multi
lateral assistance programmes. Striking examples are the India Water Supply and 
Sanitation Programme and the Ten-Year Water Supply Plan of the countries in Latin 
America (see paragraph 18).

23* An effective water authority

There is a need to avoid undue competition and lack of co-ordination between 
government agencies with responsibilities in the water field. The means to comply 
with this need necessarily includes a clear delineation of responsibilities within 
the government, or the establishment of an independent water authority with sufficient 
power to eliminate undue competition among agencies and to promote co-ordinated aetion. 
An effective water authority needs powers for policy-making, fact-finding, development 
of standards, relating water supply to water resources, planning, administration of 
law, supervision as it may be provided by water law, allocation of funds, and, in 
some cases, operation. It may be advantageous if the head of this authority is 
appointed by, and is responsible to, the head of the government. Where the con
stitution provides for the decentralization of authority in the field of water
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supply, similar agencies at state or provincial level have been found to be practical 
with, however, a central authority established for co-ordination in matters of general 
interest and for the allocation of central funds.

One example is the proposed establishment of the Ghana Water Resources 
Development Corporation under appropriate legislation, which will be solely respons
ible for the planning, financing, administration and operation of the water supply 
and sewerage system in the country. This authority was first suggested by a team 
of WHO consultants in 1961. The Government has agreed to this organizational 
improvement and the establishment of the Corporation is now under way with assistance 
from WHO and the United Nations Special Fund. An Organization Chart for a suitable 
national water and sewerage authority is illustrated in Annex IV.

24. Independent management

Experience shows that management of community water supplies should be 
independent from interference of all kinds. It is best organized for operation by 
local authorities. Interim solutions with inter-communal, provincial or even 
national management are sometimes preferred because of shortage of personnel with 
the principle to provide for local management as early as the available manpower 
resources allow. Local management has many advantages, primarily because it gives 
responsibility to those who immediately benefit from the system.

An independently managed organization is usually governed by a board which makes 
its own decisions. Members of the board represent those interested in the supply, 
i.e. water users and the government. They are generally appointed by the government, 
where necessary, with the approval from the parliamentary bodies and quite often 
with overlapping terms. The boards appoint a general manager, approve and review 
the budget and rate structure, and make the final decisions with respect to obtaining 
funds for waterworks construction. The general manager implements the Board's 
decisions. He is responsible for submitting budget plans, collecting water revenues, 
administration of finances, staffing of the organization and design, construction, 
operation and maintenance of the system.
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A good example is the newly created organization of the Monrovia Water Supply, 
Liberia. In 1961 a WHO consultant suggested the "creation of an autonomous 
authority with the Under-Secretary in charge of utilities as an ex-officio member, 
and their employment of a top-flight experienced waterworks manager". The government 
accepted this suggestion in principle and took the necessary action, administration, 
statutory and legal, for merging the former water supply administration with the 
existing Power Authority, thus creating an independent "Public Utilities Authority".
The government appoints a manager who is under the direction of a board.

25- Preparation and technical planning of community water supply programmes

Community water supply programmes need careful preparation and technical ^
planning, and are based on studies of available water resources and of the present 
and future water needs. They relate to predicted population and economic growth 
and are best developed either for geographic or economic areas. There is also a 
need for standards and basic data which may be applied by a local authority in plan
ning individual programmes or projects. Standards of water quality are very 
important. Criteria for actual design may promote a more uniform approach to 
programmes throughout the nation. Principles of water supply economy and a 
policy regarding government subsidies are equally important.

Technical planning generally involves three steps. The first step is a 
preliminary investigation of the problems involved. The second is the preparation 
of a master plan of development which is basically an engineering and economic (
study in detail to provide the basis for the third step - capital financing. This 
third phase includes the accumulation of sufficient funds from whatever source is 
available for the construction or improvement of the facility. Procedures beyond 
this point include final design and construction.

Careful technical planning is being carried out, for instance for the expansion
*

of the Greater Calcutta Water Supply. This programme has received high priority 
from the Union and the West Bengal Government. Tremendous efforts are now being 
made by the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organization to expedite the programme 
within a general plan for metropolitan development. A preliminary investigation
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of the problems involved was carried out with the assistance of a team of WHO 
consultants in I96I. This investigation included an appraisal of conditions and 
needs, both technical and organizational. The establishment of an independent 
metropolitan authority, the preparation of a long-range technical programme over the 
next five to ten years and a series of interim actions were recommended. While the 
interim work was initiated by the government a request was immediately submitted to 
the United Nations Special Fund for assistance in the long-range planning. This 
request was approved in May i960. Under contract with WHO (the Executing Agency 
under the Special Fund project) a firm of consulting engineers is now preparing the 
master plan for water supply (and sewerage) for the Greater Calcutta metropolitan 
area. This long-range plan is a complete engineering and feasibility study including 
a programme of phasing individual actions for its implementation. It will also 
contain the necessary information to initiate the third step, capital financing. The 
government already negotiates with agencies that may be interested in providing the 
foreign currency needed for final design and foreign capital financing.

26. Capital financing

One of the most fundamental needs is the development of a national policy on 
community water supply economics. This involves two basic questions; (l) from 
where should the capital resources come, and (2) who should finally pay for the 
water? With respect to obtaining the capital, the three main routes for financing 
large-scale construction of water supplies in developing countries are by domestic 
loans and/or grants, by international development loans and/or grants and by financing 
construction directly from revenue on a year-to-year "pay-as-you-go" programme. 
Financing from domestic resources is generally considered the main source for water 
supply construction.

Regarding the second question, who should finally pay for the water, there is 
a need to decide whether all costs for operation, maintenance and construction should 
be entirely financed by charges for water services or whether there should be support 
of one type or another from general tax funds. It is ал accepted principle that 
this must depend entirely on the type of economy prevailing in the individual
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country, i.e. it will necessarily vary from nation to nation. However, the two 
generally accepted points are that on the one hand the total financial resources 
available to the water system should be adequate to fully cover both the operating 
and maintenance expenses and capital cost requirements, and on the other hand as many 
water customers as possible should purchase water on a quantity basis at an equitable 
rate which will, at the same time, discourage gross waste of water without exceeding 
the sirn that low income water customers are able to pay.

27- Data collection

There is a need for more information on community water supply conditions and 
their improvement. A system of fact recording and data collection reveals present 
conditions and progress achieved in waterworks construction and leads to improvement 
of water supply operation. Facts are a very powerful tool in obtaining support from 
the general .public. Data collection should be looked upon as a means to promote 
water supply rather than just a file-filling activity.

28. Training

There is a great necessity for training at all technical levels. More personnel 
for community water supply is needed in the semi-skilled group, in the skilled and 
sub-professional group and in the professional and management group.

Many of the personnel types needed are also common to commerce or industry. 
Therefore community water supply is in direct competition for their services. This 
means that the individual satisfaction gained in the water field must be commensurate 
with that in other activities. An adequate pay scale is fundamental to this. 
Opportunities for advancement and other incentives need also to be provided.

An encouraging example for a broad training programme is presently developing 
in China (Taiwan). The government, with assistance from WHO under the Expanded 
Programme for Technical Assistance, will initiate training of waterworks management, 
engineering and operation personnel. It is estimated by the government that, over 
the next five years, about 270 additional engineers are needed, 1J0 of whom require
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additional training. Local courses in design, construction and operation will 
commence in early 1964. Fellowships are granted for sanitary engineering studies 
abroad. The programme is part of the government's ten-year plan for community 
water supply.

29. External assistance

Many sources of assistance are available today from international, regional or 
bilateral programmes and from private institutions. International sources within 
the United Nations system include the United Nations Special Fund, the Expanded 
Programme for Technical Assistance, the World Health Organization, the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the International Development Association, 
UNICEF, etc. Regional sources include the Colombo Plan, the European Development 
Fund of the European Economic Community, the Inter-American Development Bank, the 
African Development Bank, the Organization of American States and the Organization 
for Economic Co-operation and Development. On the bilateral level, assistance is 
provided by a number of countries, among them Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, 
France, the Federal Republic of Germany,' Italy, Japan, The Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United 
Kingdom, the United States of America and Yugoslavia. It is therefore important 
that all possible avenues for obtaining external technical and financial assistance 
for national community water supply programmes are examined so that governments may 
decide which type of assistance is most suitable for the particular needs of the 
country. The World Health Organization can assist governments in this task.

30. The consequences of sewage disposal

Waste water is produced where water is supplied to a community and there should 
be more general recognition of the fact that any programme for community water supply 
will require provision for sound disposal of waste water. The additional costs of 
sewage disposal should not discourage governments. In many cases sewerage can be 
programmed as the second step of a general drive for improving joint environmental
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conditions in communities, community water supply being the spearhead. An encouraging 
example for solutions of the water supply and waste water disposal problems of a 
large metropolitan area is the preparation of master plans for the Accra-Tema 
metropolitan area, under a project assisted by the United Nations Special Fund and 
the World Health Organization. Engineering and feasibility studies are currently 
being prepared to develop a broad programme which will provide plenty of water to this 
expanding area by 1970, and at the same time, make provision for sanitary disposal of 
the water after use in households and industries.

Water pollution has become a major public health problem in many of the more highly 
developed countries owing to the fact that waste water disposal was neglected during 
water supply construction. This mistake should not be repeated in the developing 
countries where water supply has priority today.

3 1. Research

Many problems of community water supply are yet to be explored scientifically.
There is need for the establishment of research centres such as the Central Public 
Health Engineering Research Institute, Nagpur, which is currently receiving financial 
assistance from the United Nations Special Fund for the supply of equipment and materials, 
or the Sanitary Engineering Research Centre in Alexandria which receives technical 
advice from the World Health Organization. These institutes conduct research work 
including the development of materials, methods and systems of water treatment, water 
distribution and management which are inexpensive to construct and simple to operate 
and maintain.

IV. A REVIEW OF THE WHO COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY PROGRAMME

32. The Community Water Supply Programme was initiated by the Twelfth World Health 
Assembly.1 The Assembly recommended to Member States, inter alia, that priority
be given in national programmes to the provision of safe and adequate water supplies

1 Resolution WHA12.48,, Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 7th ed., p. 90
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for communities, that national or provincial water authorities be established and 
given authority to deal with the various legal, administrative and fiscal 
responsibilities involved in such a programme, and that full advantage be taken of 
international loan funds. The Assembly also authorized establishment of a Special 
Account in, the Voluntary Fund for Health Promotion to accept any contributions which 
might be offered for the purpose of providing assistance to governments in planning, 
and in providing other technical assistance, in the development of community water 
supply. For the Americas the Community Water Supply Fund of РАНО was established.

33* Since this action of the World Health Assembly five years ago a community water 
supply programme has developed and gained momentum. Member States have followed, 
or are considering, the basic recommendations made by the Assembly,1 and the World 
Health Organization is actively engaged in giving assistance within the limits of its 
financial resources. However, global development during the last five years is not
satisfactory: not enough waterworks are being constructed. The water supply gap

. . .  2 existing in most of the less developed areas of the world is reported to be widening
rather than closing,. More vigorous efforts are needed to achieve lasting improvements.

34. Much has been learned during the last five years. Governments now realize that 
community water supply is a basic essential for healthy living, and that rational 
programmes should be developed towards this end. Today, the public is more aware 
of the benefit of piped water supplies and people seem to appreciate that an adequate 
and safe supply of water in or near the house is something desirable, and are prepared 
to pay for this'service.

There is also a better understanding of the general problems involved in 
strengthening community water supply programmes in developing countries. An 
appraisal of existing conditions vías made available by WHO, based on a study, (see 
footnote 1, page 2), commissioned by WHO in 1963 to review available information on 
urban water supply conditions and needs in 75 selected countries, with emphasis on 
the developing areas of the world. Although this study was focused on urban water 
problems, the results may. serve as a tool to measure backlogs and future needs.

1 Resolution WHA12.48, Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 7th ed., p. 90
2 See footnote 1 on page 2
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Urban water supply was chosen for this study because of the known unsatisfactory 
water supply conditions in cities and towns and also because it is believed that the 
limited financial resources available for community water supply suggest a great 
effort be made with regard to the improvement of conditions in urban places.

35. WHO's participation in the programme was "pinpointed" rather than universal.
A more complete coverage would require more financial support from Member States than 
has been forthcoming. The Special Account has not yet received contributions from 
the majority of the Member States.

Contributions to the Special Account for Community Water Supply received or 
pledged as of 1 December 1963 total $ 704 035; contributions credited to the 
Community Water Supply Fund of РАНО at the same date amounted to $ 966 328. 
Distribution of these contributions over the years was as follows:

WHO Special Account for 
Community Water Supply

Community Water Supply 
Fund of РАНО

i960 I96I 1962 1963

$

300 000 

216 418

$

175 000 

125 000

$

300 000

$

229 035

324 910

TOTAL 516 4l8 300 000 300 000 553 9 5̂

The following contributions have so far been made or pledged to these funds:

WHO
Special Account

Water Supply 
Fund of РАНО

$ $
Colombia - 9 910
Federal Republic of Germany 25 000 -
Kuwait 3 000 -
Morocco 1 000 -
United States of America 675 000 925 ООО
Venezuela 31 4l8
Private sources 35 -

TOTAL 704 035 966 328
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With this amount active support was given to a great number of projects in many 
developing countries. New requests of governments now being received by the 
Organization at an increasing rate cannot be met unless more voluntary contributions 
are received; in 1964 the implementation of the planned programmes will require 
$ 433 I60 from the WHO Community Water Supply Special Account and $ 6l4 466 from the 
Community Water Supply Fund of РАНО. In 1965 the proposed programmes1 under the 
WHO Special Account and the Water Supply Fund of РАНО are estimated to cost 
$ 72б ббО and $ 640 326 respectively.

It should be pointed out that increasing amounts are being made available 
for community water supply from the Regular Budget of WHO and the Expanded Programme 
for Technical Assistance. The estimated requirements for 19бЗ> 1964 and 1965 are

%

set forth in the following table which also shows the amounts available or expected 
to be made available for the implementation of the planned programme, exclusive 
of the Americas.

Estimated requirements 1963 ' 1964 • 1965 -

U)
(Ü)
(iii)

Regular Budget 
EPTA
Special Account for Community 
V/ater Supply

$
52 870 
76 805

652 ooo2

íp

97 800 
54 292

433 1601

$
276 556 

67 764

726 6601

TOTAL REQUIREMENTS 781 675 585 252 1 070 980

Amounts available or expected 
to be made available subject 
to the approval of the Programme 
and Budget estimates for 1965 
by the Seventeenth World Health 
Assembly 523 870 386 585 З65 926

Short-fall 257 805 198 667 705 054

1 Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 130

2 Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 121
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As will be seen from the above table the implementation of the planned programme 
for 1963 had to be curtailed to the extent of $ 257 805 due to lack of sufficient 
voluntary contributions. As for 1964 and 1965 the short-fall is estimated at 
$ 903 721.

The community water supply programme cannot maintain its present momentum and
cannot be expected to achieve the stipulated goals unless steps are taken to improve
the financial situation. Even with the maximum support which can be envisaged from
the Regular Budget of WHO and the Expanded Programme for Technical Assistance or
other sources in relation to the required magnitude of the programme it is extremely
doubtful whether the progress achieved can be continued if more voluntary contributions
are not received for the Special Account. In the light of this situation the
Sixteenth World Health Assembly, following a recommendation of the Executive Board
at its thirty-first session1 expressed the hope that more countries will make

2voluntary contributions to the Special Account.

56. Fifty-three water supply projects are under way in 1963, 51 will be continued 
or started in 1964 and 72 projects are planned for 1965 (Annex V). In addition, 
the environmental health programme of WHO comprises about 73 projects in 1963 with 
elements in the community water supply field; it is planned to undertake 79 such 
.projects in 1964 and 83 in 1965. About half of these projects are in the Americas.
I ■ .

The community water supply programme has developed at widely varying rates in
I different regions of the world. For example, the programme in the Americas is far 
in advance of other areas. This rapid development within recent years has been 
the result of an earlier initiation of stimulative and promotional efforts as well 
as significantly larger amounts of programme funds made available in the Americas.
For all other regions with total populations about five times the population of 
Latin America only about 40 per cent, of the total voluntary contributions were 
available.

1 Resolution EB31.R28, Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 7th ed., p. 91

2 Resolution WHA16.27, Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions,'7th ed., p. 91
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37 • As proposed in the Director-General's report and endorsed by the Twelfth 
World Health Assembly, the community water supply programme has included assistance 
to Member States by the provision of expert consulting services by individuals, 
teams of consultants and consulting engineering firms, as well as the services of 
sanitary engineer staff members. Training has been emphasized in technical, 
administrative and financial courses, seminars, conferences and fellowships. 
Publications, in addition to the WHO International Standards for Drinking-Water, 1 

are the study of urban water supply conditions and needs previously mentioned and 
a monograph on the operation and control of water treatment processes (currently in 
print). These approaches have proved effective and will be continued.

V. LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

38. A practical water supply goal for intermediate action

An important step in community water supply improvement is the adoption of 
a water supply goal. Such a goal provides the basic objective for programme 
development and offers parameters to measure progress achieved during the programmes. 
The ultimate goal of the community water supply programme is the provision of piped 
water supply to everybody in sufficient quantity and safe quality. This objective 
exists universally, irrespective of the prevailing economic or other conditions in 
a particular country. This achievement, however, is recognized as a difficult and 
time-consuming task, even when full support is given by all participating parties. 
For instance, it would be unrealistic to propose that this ultimate goal be reached 
in 10 years in a country where at present economic development is hardly beginning 
and where perhaps only 30 per cent, of the population enjoy the benefit of piped 
water. In such cases even an intermediate programme would mean improvement if this 
brings the essential quantities of piped water to everybody within reasonably short 
distances by means of water systems geared to local economic and technical means.

1 World Health Organization (1963) International Standards for Drinking-Water, 
2nd ed. Geneva (In print)



39* The following world-wide goal is considered realistic for action during the 
next 15 years: (l) everybody living in a community should be provided with piped 
water within a reasonable distance of their homes; (2) the number of people with 
water services on their premises to be increased to an over-all of 50 per cent.;
(3) adequate volumes of water will be provided through non-intermittent services 
maintaining at least a suitable minimum pressure at all times; (4) drinldaig-water 
quality will meet suitably established national standards which can be guided by 
WHO's International Standards for Drinking-Water; (5) administration of water supply 
will be independent; (6) revenues or other assured funding will provide for operation, 
maintenance, capital charges and depreciation; (7) adequate supervision will be 
provided for operation of treatment works and over water quality.

40. While the general objective of providing piped water to everybody living in 
communities should be adopted by all countries, there will be variations with respect 
to the increase of water services through on-premises supplies. For instance) in many 
of the Latin American countries where about 60 per cent, of the urban population is 
already served from house connexions and where economic development progress is good, 
it seems well justified to aim at another 20 to J>0 per cent, on-premises services, 
increasing the connected population to between 80 and 90 per cent. On the other hand, 
in the African countries where only one-third of the population living in urban 
communities is "connected" and about 50 per cent, "served", an improvement to
100 per cent, "served" and 50 per cent, "connected" would make a significant progress 
within 15 years. Similarly, in the Asian countries with a present connected 
population of 15 to 20 per cent, an intermediate goal of about 30 per cent, connected 
seems realistic and achievable. The over-all result would be piped water service 
to all urban people with 50 per cent, served from house connexions by about 1980.

41. Millions of new water services

A total of 129 million urban people in a representative number of 75 developing 
countries, i.e. 40 per cent, of the present urban populations of these countries, 
is presently in need of entirely new or extended water systems.1 About 40 million
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1 See footnote 1 on page 2
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need additional house connexions to meet the stated intermediate goal and .at least 
an equal number need other types of improvements. The key continent is Asia and 
there,. Central-South Asia is a critical area. These needs are followed by South- 
East Asia, tropical South America, Central Africa, Central America and Caribbean 
and South-West Asia. The greatest percentage required by one country alone is in 
India where it is estimated that at the present time 56.7 million urban dwellers 
have to be supplied from new or extended water schemes, half of whom are in need 
of on-premises services. (See Annex VI for present urban water backlogs in 75 
selected countries.)

42. In addition to this need, the new community water supply services that are 
required for the population gains, resulting from the accelerating urban population 
growth, must also be added. These are estimated at about 210 million more urban 
people during the next 15 years (see paragraph 6). This results in service needs 
for over 400 million urban people in the 73 selected countries.1 If this figure 
xs projected to include all developing countries which are Member States of the 
World Health Organization, it may rise to 450 million services, and if the rural 
communities in these countries are also included, the total number applicable for 
the developing countries will be considerably higher.

43. One specific example of an intermediate water supply goal is the Ten-Year 
Plan for Water Supply in urban and rural areas of Latin America, organized in 
accordance with Resolution A.4 of the Charter of Punta del Este. During the following 
10 years construction of water supply is planned to be carried out at a rate to 
ensure that in 197! at least 70 per cent, of the urban population and 50 per cent.
of the rural population will have water services in their homes.

44. Similar plans for other regions and, of course, for individual countries, 
are based on prevailing economic and social conditions. Generally their goal can 
be related to the global objectives. For example, it has been suggested by the 
Regional Office for Africa that over the next eight years African countries should

1 See footnote 1 on page 2
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plan and implement water supplies at such a rate as to be able to provide at least 
50 per cent, of the total foreseen population with adequate water supplies. In 
China (Taiwan) a Ten-Year Plan for community water supply proposes that 4l~l/2 per cent, 
of the population is to be provided with adequate supplies of safe piped water by 
1967 and about 50 per cent, by the end of 1971 respectively.

4-5. Technically, achievement of these practical goals for intermediate action 
involves:

(i) improvement of existing community water schemes that operate on an 
intermittent basis or provide insufficient water quantities or water of 
inferior quality;

(ii) extension of existing water schemes for fringe or other areas not within 
reach of operating distribution systems;

(iii) installation of additional house connexions for the population now using 
piped water from public outlets;

(iv) construction of new schemes for cities and towns presently without piped 
water at all;

(v) increase in supply capacities for existing schemes and provision of 
stand-by capacities for new schemes to match water needs to future population 
gains.

VI. THE SUTURE PROGRAMME OF WHO

46. The experience gained during the operation of the community water supply programme 
has provided a wealth of information which will guide future activities so as to 
utilize to the fullest extent such resources as may become available to the Organization. 
The knowledge that limited resources applied as a "lever" to overcome initial inertia 
will result in the release of necessary capital from both internal and external 
sources for water systems constructions has been an encouraging development during 
this pioneering period. The gains made, although modest in relation to the total
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problem, are at a significantly accelerating rate. The complex nature ..and. wide 
scope of community water supply programmes as well as their interrelationships with 
economic development calls for special studies which will provide required guide-lines 
for action in this field. Accepting that the programme is by its nature a long-range 
endeavour, continuing efforts to assist Member States under the following broad 
patterns may be expected to result in appreciable progress toward our common goals.

k 'J. Organizational structure

The successful operation of a national or local community water supply programme 
is severely handicapped if not made impossible in the absence of a sound organizational 
structure. Expert assistance to governments in strengthening these structures is 
without doubt a keystone in the programme. The considerable experience gained in 
the past years should make this type of assistance of great value to governments.

48. Funds for construction

The increasingly favourable viewpoint of international and bilateral lending 
agencies to provide funds for construction of water supply systems is another 
encouraging development, full advantage of which should be taken by Member governments. 
In many developing countries, major investments in highly productive industrial 
enterprises have been lagging due to the lack of the government's pre-investment 
infrastructure, importantly including adequate supplies of water for industrial and 
commercial uses. As an understanding grows of the need to create this pre-investment 
infrastructure, it is expected that more and more developmental funds can be obtained 
to ensure adequate and reliable supply of water both for industry and for maintaining 
the health of the workers who must man these industries. , It is expected that an 
important part of the programme will be the assistance which WHO can provide 
governments by advising on the availability of external funding and the criteria 
to be met in order to obtain access to these funds.
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49. Pre-investment studies

A prerequisite for capital investment in water supply is definite and authoritative 
information on the technical soundness and economic feasibility of the proposed project. 
Many developing countries have limited experience in these complex tasks and WHO is in 
a particularly advantageous position in supplying the necessary technical assistance 
which will enable such countries not only to proceed with these necessary studies, 
but also to train their nationals in the process. These pre-investment studies 
often involve the preparation of master plans for water supply and sewerage for 
rapidly expanding metropolitan areas whose water needs are normally allotted a very 
high priority.

50. Rural water supplies

Water supplies for rural dwellers represent an important component of the total 
community water supply needs. Although many governments have initiated rural water 
supply activities, successful programmes have been few.

There are basic difficulties inherent in any attempt to furnish adequate water 
supplies to rural people where economic conditions are generally at a lower level 
than in urban situations, per capita construction costs in comparison with urban 
supplies tend to be higher and where local government organization is either absent 
or not developed to the extent that will ensure satisfactory and continued operation 
or maintenance of water supply schemes.

Assistance to Member States in providing clean and adequate water supplies 
to rural areas has been given a high priority in the environmental health programme 
of WHO since its inception. Many pilot schemes have been completed but very little 
of the expected "propagation" of these schemes has resulted from these efforts.

A determined effort is being made to evolve practical methods for ensuring the 
successful extension of water service to rural areas. In this task the assistance 
of UNICEF by providing equipment and supplies for rural projects has been vital.
Much has been learned and much remains to be learned. Technical solutions to the 
problem of designing simple water supply installations both suited to local rural
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economies and with minimal operational and maintenance procedures are emerging.
Methods for financing of construction and of assuring funds for operation and 
maintenance are under continuous study. Training programmes to produce the skills 
required to build and operate rural water supplies are receiving increasing support 
by Member governments. Field trials of promising new materials such as plastic 
piping are under way.

It is expected that from these persistent efforts future guide-lines will emerge 
which will enable governments to bring the public.health and economic benefits of 
safe and adequate water supplies to the rural population.

51. Education and training

One of the most serious deficits found in developing countries and one most 
often emphasized by them as an obstacle in attaining community water supply goals 
is the paucity of trained personnel. The outstanding need is for assistance to 
to developing countries in creating permanent educational and training institutions 
which will produce a dependable outflow of personnel which can be absorbed within 
the expanding network system of water supplies. Increasingly vigorous efforts must 
be made to assess manpower needs, to develop training institutions and to continuously 
upgrade the technical and professional capabilities of personnel who have the 
responsibility for the operation and maintenance of water supply systems. To this 
end a large proportion of available resources will need to be channelled for assistance 
to the developing countries.

52. Evaluation '

Procedures for critical appraisal of water supply programmes and projects need 
to be formulated and rigorously applied not only to assess progress both qualitatively 
and quantitatively but also to effectively reveal weak areas which need strengthening. 
There is an urgent need for reliable data on the public health, economic and social 
values of improved public water supply to the community and to the nation to convince 
economic planners, public administrators and political leaders of the vital role of 
community water supplies in national planning for economic and social development.
WHO should assume an active and vital role in assisting Member States to obtain these 
data.
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53* Development work

The most efficient and productive use of capital investment in water supply 
systems construction calls for design standards and construction procedures which 
will utilize to the fullest extent possible local materials and produce waterworks 
suitable for local conditions. The use of unorthodox and newly developed materials 
such as plastic pipe and fittings need to be systematically studied and results 
made available to Member countries both by publications and by utilizing proposed 
developmental centres as training areas for technical and managerial staff of 
Member com tries.

54. The major need is to encourage and promote active influence of national and 
local agencies on the problem of water quality. Experience has shown that there 
is a growing need to concentrate on a continuous upgrading of water quality when 
water quantity needs have been met. This will involve the creation of national 
drinking-water standards as well as ordinances and codes for adoption by national 
health agencies. WHO has already produced the International Standards for 
Drinking-Water and can continue its assistance by producing suggested ordinances and 
codes for consideration by Member States.

55. Co-ordination

In the field of international assistance, more attention needs to be focused 
on co-operation with international or bilateral assistance programmes. Common 
denominators and uniform approaches are not yet established. More co-ordination on 
a project by project basis is desirable. Efforts are needed for am increase of the 
total financial resources made available in community water supply.

Co-ordination with the United Nations, with the specialized agencies and the 
International Atomic Energy Agency will continue through the Inter-Agency meetings on 
Water Resources Development. Co-operation with the United Nations Special Fund, 
the Expanded Programme for Technical Assistance and with the International Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development and its affiliated institutions is most important. 
Great emphasis should also be placed on the development of joint projects with 
UNICEF and other specialized agencies such as FAO.
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56. The Community Water Supply Programme of WHO is now moving into a critical 
phase when every effort needs to be made to maintain the momentum already gained 
and to concentrate the efforts of international and bilateral agencies as well 
as those of Member governments into a concerted attempt to attain the objectives 
outlined in this document. The practical goals of the programme as calculated 
for the 75 countries studied and expanded to all developing countries are to 
provide new or better water services within a 15-year period for a present 
population of about 210 million urban dwellers and for the predicted population 
growth of these countries over this period of about 240 million additional people 
(chiefly children), in total 450 million. These goals exclude dwellers in rural 
communities; if these are included a programme of about equal magnitude must be 
undertaken to provide this essential service. The public health, social and 
economic gains which may be expected should bring the world closer to the stated 
objectives of the World Health Organization.
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75 COUNTRIES AND TERRITORIES SELECTED Ш  1962 FOR A STUDY OF 
URBAN WATER SUPFLY CONDITIONS AND NEEDS1

Africa North of the Sahara

Algeria Tunisia
Morocco United Arab Public

Africa South of the Sahara

Angola 
Cameroon
Central African Republic 
Chad
Congo (Leopoldville)
Ethiopia 
Ghana 
Guinea 
Ivory Coast 
Kenya 
Madagascar 
Mali

South-West Asia

ЕВЗЗ/28

Iran Lebanon
Iraq Saudi Arabia
Israel Syrian Arab Republic
Jordan Turkey

Yemen
1 Urban Water Supply Conditions and Needs in 75 Selected Countries, 

WHO Public Health Paper No. 23» Geneva, 1963 (In print)
2 As existing at the time of writing
3 Separated in the course of 1962 into the independent countries of 

Burundi and Rwanda

Mozambique
Niger
Nigeria

2Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland
3Rwanda-Urundi 

Senegal 
Sierra Leone 
Somali 
Sudan
Tanganyika 
Togo 
Uganda 
Upper Volta
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Central South Asia

Afghanistan
Ceylon
India

South-East Asia

Burma
Cambodia
Indonesia
Laos

East Asia 

China (Taiwan)

Central America and Caribbean

Costa Rica 
Cuba
Dominican Republic 
El Salvador 
Guatemala 
Haiti

Tropical South America

Bolivia
Brazil
Colombia

Temperate South America

Argentina
Chile

Nepal
Pakistan

Federation of Malaya1
Philippines
Thailand
Viet-Nam

Korea

Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Puerto Rico

Ecuador
Peru
Venezuela

Paraguay
Uruguay

1 At present: Malaysia
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URBAN WATER SUPPLY, 1962:
SERVED AND UNSERVED POPULATION IN 75 DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

(Population in thousands)

Urban population supplied Urban
Region From house 

connexions
From public 
outlets

Total
served

population
served

No. % No. % No. % No. %

North Africa 10 650 57 3 700 20 14 350 77 4 190 23
Africa south of Sahara 2 780 13 8 060 38 10 840 51 10 150 49
Africa, Sub-total 13 430 34 11 760 30 25 190 64 14 340 36

Central America and 
Caribbean 15 690 55 8 550 30 24 240 85 4 720 15

Tropical South America 30 830 59 14 000 27 44 830 86 7 150 14
Temperate South America 14 880 67 4 930 22 19 810 89 2 440 11

Latin America, Sub-total 6l 400 60 27 480 27 88 880 87 13 860 13

South-West Asia 10 220 39 9 475 36 19 695 75 6 575 25
South Central Asia 13 320 14 19 350 20 32 670 34 62 570 66
South-East Asia 5 965 15 10 635 26 16 600 41 24 190 59
East Asia 3 010 20 4 720 30 7 730 50 7 720 50

Asia, Sub-total 32 515 18 44 180 25 76 695 43 101 055 57

TOTAL 107 345 33 83 420 26 190 765 59 129 255 4l

Source : Urban Water Supply Conditions and Heeds in 75 Developing Countries, 
WHO Public Health Paper No. 23, Geneva, 19бЗ (In print)
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COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY PROGRAMME 19б>19б5
(Projects implemented in 1963 and-1964, 

and projects planned for 1965)

Project Type of assistance 196З 1964 1965

Regional Office for 
Africa

Dahomey 12 Consulting engineer - preparation of 
preliminary engineering and 
feasibility report

Consultant - ground water study

b

b
Ghana 29 Consultants, consulting engineer,

fellowships, equipment - preparation 
of water supply sewage master 
plan

с с с

Kenya 26 Consultants - to advise on organizat
ional matters of community water 
supplies

b

Ivory Coast 23 Consulting engineer - to prepare 
preliminary engineering and 
feasibility report

b

Liberia 22 Consultant - to advise on organization 
of water authority

Consulting engineer - to prepare 
preliminary engineering and 
feasibility study

b

b

Madagascar 19 Consulting engineer - preparation of 
preliminary engineering report

b

Mali 30 Consulting engineer - to assist in 
expansion of Bamako water supply

b

Nigeria Consulting engineer - to prepare 
preliminary engineering report

b

Inter-country 124 Training courses b
Inter-country 200 Fellowships b
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Project Type of assistance 196З 1964 1965

Regional Office for 
the Americas/PASB

Argentina 29 Consultants - to assist in reorgani
zation of provincial systems

Fellowships

b* b* b*

Bolivia 15 Sanitary engineer, consultants - to 
assist in development of 
organizational structure

Fellowships

b* b* b*

Brazil 49 Consultants - to assist in establish
ment of water departments

Fellowships

b* b*

British Guinea 10* Sanitary engineer - to assist in the 
improvement of water supply 
conditions

a a a

British Honduras 7 Consultants - to assist in the 
improvement of water supply 
conditions

b* b* b*

Chile 40 Consultants - to assist in reviewing 
water development plans

b* b* b*

Chile 49* Consultants - to assist in water 
supply reconstruction programmes

Fellowships

d d d

Colombia 25 Sanitary engineer, consultants,
fellowships - to assist in develop
ment of water supply operation

b* b* b*

Costa Rica 22 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to 
assist in the design of water 
supplies

b* b* b*

Dominican 
Republic 15

Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to 
assist in national water supply 
plans

b* b* b*

Ecuador 21 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to 
assist in expansion of water 
supplies and national water plans

b* b* b*
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Project Type of assistance 1963 1964 1965
Regional Office for 
the Americas/pASB 
(continued)

El Salvador 14 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to 
; assist in'underground water and 
rate studies, training

b* b* b*

Guatemala 17 Consultants, fellowships - to advise on 
technical, administrative and 
financial aspects

b* b* b*

Haiti 22 Consultants, fellowships - to assist 
in training and management

b* b* b*

Honduras 9 Consultants, fellowships - to assist 
in organization and management

b* b* b*

Jamaica 16 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to 
assist the National Water Authority

d d

Mexico 15* Sanitary engineer - to assist in 
developing rural health

a,b* a,b* a,b*

Mexico 39 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to 
assist in design and training

b* b* b*

Nicaragua 10 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to 
assist in design

b* b* b*

Panama 9 Sanitary engineer, consultants, fellow
ships - to assist in government 
organization and design

b* b* b*

Paraguay 19 Sanitary engineer, consultants, fellow
ships - to assist in organizational, 
financial aspects

b b b

Peru 30 Sanitary engineer, consultants, fellow
ships - to assist in expansion of 
water supplies, and in management

d,b* d,b* d,b*

Trinidad 10 Consultants, fellowships - to assist in 
combination of all water services

b* b*

Uruguay 18 Consultants, fellowships - to advise on 
operation and planning

b* b* b*

Venezuela 27 ■ Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to 
assist in financial matters of 
water supply

b* b* b*
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Project Type of assistance 196З 1964 I965

Regional Office for
the Americas/PASB 
(continued)

Venezuela 35* Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to
assist in developing a rural community 
water supply programme

b* b* b*

West Indies 18 Sanitary engineers, consultants, fellow
ships - to assist in administration, 
planning, design

b*,d b*,d b*,d

Inter-country - 
six projects

Sanitary engineers, consultants, 
training courses, etc.

a, a* 
b*

a, a* 
b*

a, a* 
b*

Regional Office for
the Eastern 
Mediterranean

Cyprus 16 Consultants - to study aspects of
community water supply in the country

b

Ethiopia 32 Consultants - to study aspects of
community water supply in the country

b

Iraq 54 Consultants - to advise in problems of 
community water supply

b

Iraq 46 Consultant - to advise on problems of 
water quality

d

Jordan 27 Sanitary engineer - to assist in wide 
programme and in administration

d d d

Pakistan 54* Sanitary engineer - to assist in a 
large-scale rural water supply 
project

a

EMRO 56* Sanitary engineer and consultant to 
assist in a large-scale rural water 
supply project in Pakistan and to 
advise on training of water works 
personnel

b b

Saudi Arabia 33 Sanitary engineer - to assist in planning 
and organizing a community water supply 
programme

b** b** b**

Inter-country - 
one project

Training of water works personnel b
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Project Type of assistance 1963 1964 1965

Regional Office 
for Europe ... .....

Algeria 10 Sanitary engineer and consulting 
engineer - to assist ii} organiza
tion and implementation of a 
national water supply programme

b b b

Algeria 11.2 Sanitary engineer - to assist in 
public health problems relating 
to water and "sewage r ’

a

Greece 34 Consultantsr consulting engineer - 
to assist in development of a 
community water supply programme

a b b

Morocco 30 i Consulting engineer - to prepare a 
feasibility study

b
j

Turkey 44 Sanitary engineer, sanitarian,. ; 
consulting engineer -, to assist 
in developing a community water

b b Ь :
I

supply programmé and prepare 
engineering and feasibility reports \1

Inter-country - Training courses, fellowships . ;,t . b
!

btwo projects

Regional Office 
for South East 
Asia

: OV
... . '

'

Afghanistan 53 Consultants - to assist in the 
development of a community 
water supply programme

b ;
i
Í

Burma 72 Consultants - to assist in the ! 
development of a community ¡ 
water supply programme

b

Ceylon 64 Sanitary engineer, consultants 
to assist in a piped water 
supply programme

a a a

Ceylon 68 Consultants - to assist in develop
ing a national community water 
supply programme

b
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Project Type of assistance .1963 1.964 1965
Regional Office for
South East Asia - 
(continued) ----

Ceylon 70 Consultant - to advise on water 
fluoridation

a

India 84 Sanitary engineer - to assist in 
the development of community 
water supplies in UP

d d

India 170 Sanitary engineer, consulting 
engineer - to improve water 
supply in Greater Calcutta

с с с

India 209 Consultants, consulting engineer - 
to assist in the development of 
a rural community water supply 
programme

b b b

Nepal 14 Sanitary engineer - to assist in 
planning and administration

b b b

Inter-country - 
two projects

Sanitary engineering consultants, 
fellowships

a,b

Regional Office 
for the Western 
Pacific

British Solomon 
Islands 8

Consultant - to advise in engineer
ing and management

b

China 36 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - 
to assist in design, training, 
administraxian and financing

d d d

China 203 Fellowships b
Korea 200 Fellowships a
Korea 26 Consultants, consulting engineer - 

to advise on financing and to 
prepare feasibility study

b b b
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Project Type of assistance 1963 1964 1965

Regional Office 
for the Western 
Pacific (continued)

Malaysia
(a) Malaya 39 Sanitary engineer, consultants - 

to assist in water treatment 
and training

b b a

(b) Sabah Ik  
(ex-North Borneo)

Consultants - to advise on water 
treatment

b b b

(c) Sarawak 15 Consultants - to advise on engineering 
and organization

b b

Philippines 78 Consultants - to advise on organiz
ation and administration

b

Western Samoa 9 Consultant - to advise on engineering 
and organization

b

Tonga 1* Sanitary engineer - to assist in 
improvement of water supplies

d d

Inter-country Training course b

Inter-regional
projects

Inter-regional seminars, training, etc. b b

Financial source
a Regular budget of WHO
a* = Regular budget of РАНО
b Community Water Supply Special Account
b* Community Water Supply Fund of РАНО
b** Funds in Trust
с = United Nations Special Fund allocations
d Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance
* = Projects receiving UNICEF assistance
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PRESENT URBAN WATER BACKLOGS (1962) IN 75 DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
(Population in thousands)

Urban population
Region In need of new 

or extended 
water services—

In need of
better water bservices—

Total
% of total 
in 75 

countries

North Africa 4 190 3 700 7 890 4
Africa south of the 
Sahara 10 150 8 060 18 210 9

Africa, Sub-total 14 340 11 76O 26 100 13

Central America and 
Caribbean 4 270 8 550 12 820 6

Tropical South America 7 150 14 000 21 150 10
Temperate South America 2 440 4 930 7 370 3

Latin America, Sub-total 13 860 27 480 41 340 19

South-West Asia 6 575 9 475 16 050 8
South Central Asia 62 570 19 350 8l 920 38
South-East Asia 24 190 10 635 34 825 16

East Asia 7 720 4 720 12 440 6

Asia, Sub-total 101 055 44 180 145 235 68

TOTAL 129 255 83 420 212 675 
i. —.

100

— People at present without access to piped water

— People at present supplied from public outlets and in need of house connexions. 

Source; Urban Water Supply Conditions and Needs in 75 Developing Countries
WHO Public Health Paper No. 23, Geneva, 1963 (In print)
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COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY PROGRAMME I963-I965 

Estimated obligations for 1963 , 1964 and 1965 as per Official Records No. 130

Project Type of Assistance
WHO Regular Budget Technical Assistance РАНО Regular Budget Special Account for 

Communitj* Water Supply

1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965 1963 1904 1965

AFRICA

Dahomey 12 Consulting engineer - preparation of ) 
preliminary engineering and feasibility ) 
report )
Consultant - ground water study )

25 000

Ghana 29*** Consultants, consulting engineer, 
fellowships, equipment - preparation of 
water supply and sewage master plan 268 700 311 500 227 200

Kenya 26 Consultants - to advise on organizational 
matters of community water supplies 13 800

Ivory Coast 23 Consulting engineer - to prepare
preliminary engineering and feasibility 
report 22 000

Liberia 22 Consultant - to advise on organization ) 
of water authority )
Consulting engineer - to prepare ) 
preliminary engineering and feasibility ) 
study

39 000

Madagascar 19 Consulting engineer - preparation of 
preliminary engineering report 40 000

Mali 30 Consulting engineer - to assist in 
expansion of Bamako water supply 30 000

1 Including for the Americas the Community Water Supply Fund of РАНО

United Nations Special Fund***
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Project Type of Assistance
WHO Regular Budget Technical Assistance РАНО Regular Budget Special Account for  ̂

Community Water Supply
.

1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965

AFRICA (continued)

Nigeria « Consulting engineer - to prepare preliminary 
engineering report 32 000

Inter-country 124 Training courses 38 000

Inter-country 200 Fellowships 20 000

THE AMERICAS

Argentina 29 Consultants - to assist in reorganization of) 
provincial systems )

Fellowships )
4 8OO 13 000 13 000

Bolivia 15 Sanitary engineer, consultants - to assist ) 
in development of organizational structure )
Fellowships )

5 040 16 040 l8 250

Brazil 49 Consultants - to assist in establishment of ) 
water departments )
Fellowships )

9 600 19 000 19 000

*British Guinea 10 Sanitary engineer - to assist in the 
improvement of water supply conditions 5 580 14 484 16 376

British Honduras 7 Consultants - to assist in the improvement 
of water supply conditions 4 800 8 200 8 200

Chile 40 Consultants - to assist in reviewing water 
development plans 6 400 9 800 9 800

1 Including for the Americas the Community Water Supply Fund of РАНО
* Projects receiving UNICEF assistance
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Project Tÿ|X? of Assistance
WHO Regular Budget

I
Technical Assistance РАНО Regular Budget Special Account for -, 

Community Water Supply

1963 19^ 1965 1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965

THE AMERICAS (continued)

Chile 49* Consultants - to assist in water supply ) 
reconstruction programmes )

Fellowships )
9 600 9 600 15 600

Colombia 25 Sanitary engineer, consultants, fellowships 
to assist in'development-of water supply 
operation 36 460 52 040 52 740

Costa Rica 22 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to assist 
in the design of water supplies 13 643 18 690 20 310

Dominican Republic 15 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to assist 
in national water supply plans 17 225 20 090 20 440

Ecuador 21 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to assist 
in expansion of water supplies and 
national water plans 14 164 18 250 19 870

El Salvador 14 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to assist 
in underground water and rate studies, 
training 14 831 18 690 20 310

Guatemala 1? Consultants, fellowships - to advise on 
technical, administrative and firb.ne.ial 
aspects 4 000 8 200 8 200

Haiti 22 Consultants, fellowships - to assist in 
training and management 6 400 9 800 9 800

Honduras 9 1 Consultants, fellowships - to assist in
1 organization and management 
1

6 400 8 200 8 200

1 Including for the Americas the Community Water Supply Fund of РАНО
•* Projects receiving UNIÇEF assistance
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\
Project Type of Assistance

WHO Regular Budget Technical Assistance РАНО Regular Budget Special Account for  ̂
Community Water Supply

1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965 196З 1964 1965

THE AMERICAS (continued)

Jamaica 16 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to assist
20 805the National Water Authority 15 724

*Mexico 15 Sanitary engineer - to assist in developing 
rural health 15 390 18 427 16 910 13 643 15 З15 16 935

Mexico 39 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to assist 
in design and training 17 517 21 340 21 690

Nicaragua 10 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to assist 
in design 16 521 21 l4G 21 490

Panama 9 Sanitary engineer, consultants, fellowships - 
to assist in government organization and 
design 3 200 15 98O 18 690

Paraguay 19 Sanitary engineer, consultants, fellowships - 
to assist in organizational, financial 
aspects 4 200 15 065 17 275

Peru 30 Sanitary engineer, consultants, fellowships - 
to assist in expansion of water supplies, 
and in management 4 818 13 427 15 333 4 800 8 200 8 200

Trinidad 10 Consultants, fellowships - to assist in
8 200 8 200combination of all water services

Uruguay 18 Consultants, fellowships - to advise on 
operation and planning 4 800 8 200 8 200

Venezuela 27 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to assist in
12 334 17 944 19 564financial matters of water supply

1 Including for the Americas the Community Water Supply Fund of РАНО
* Projects receiving UNICEF assistance



Project Type of Abpi «з+̂япро
WHO Regular Budget

1963 1964 1965

THE AMERICAS (continued)
*Venezuela 35 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to assist 

in developing a rural community water 
supply programme

j

West Indies 18 Sanitary engineers, consultants, fellowships - 
to assist in administration, planning, design

»
;

Inter-country - 
six projects

Sanitary engineers, consultants, 
training courses, etc. ;

»i'. ;
! SOUTH-EAST ASIAt
1j Afghanistan 53
1
\\

Consultants - to assist in the development of 
a community water supply programme

Burma 72 Consultants - to assist in the development of 
a community water supply programme

Ceylon 64 Sanitary engineer, consultants - to assist in 
a piped water supply programme 5 800 13 404 19 407

Ceylon 68 Consultants - to assist in developing a 
national community water supply programme

Ceylon 70 Consultant - to advise on water 
fluoridation 1 600

India 84 Sanitary engineer - to assist in the 
development of community water supplies 
in UP

■■

1 Including for the Americas the Community Water Supply Fund of РАНО

Projects receiving UNICEF assistance
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Technical Assistance РАНО Regular Budget Special Account for  ̂
Community Water Supply

1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965

17 58I 20 790 21 140

24 840 18 050 24 310 16 ИЗ 42 200 44 200

16 000 16 ООО 35 600 102 348 191 790 198 140

14 400 

24 000

14 400

19 350 17 392 i
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Project Type of Assistance
WHO Regular Budget Technical Assistance РАНО Regular Budget

1
Special Account for 

Community Water Supply

1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965 I963 1964 1965

SOUTH-EAST ASIA 
(continued)

J ***India 170
1

Sanitary engineer, consulting engineer - to 
improve water supply in Greater Calcutta 127 7ЗО 210 970 6 960

India 209 Consultants, consulting engineer - to assist 
in the development of a rural community 
water supply programme 8 000 12 000 43 200

Nepal 14, Sanitary engineer - to assist in planning 
and administration 7 290 13 747 14 964 9 600

Inter-country - two 
projects

Sanitary engineer, fellowships 17 174 34 000

EUROPE

Algeria 10 Sanitary engineer and consulting engineer •* 
to assist in organization and implementation 
of a national water supply programme 5 450 16 3OC 43 340

Algeria 11.2 Sanitary engineer - to assist in public 
health problems relating to water and 
sewage 16 119

Greece 34 Consultants, consulting engineer - to assist 
in development of a community water supply 
programme 36 400 6 400

Morocco 30 Consulting engineer - to prepare a 
feasibility study 30 000

1 Including for the Americas the Community Water Supply Fund of РАНО

United Nations Special Fund
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Project Type of Assistance
WHO Regular Budget.. Technical Assistance РАНО Regular Budget Special Account for  ̂

Community Water Supply

1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965

EUROPE (continued)

Turkey 44 Sanitary engineer, sanitarian, consulting 
engineer - to assist in developing a 
community water supply programme and prepare 
engineering and feasibility reports 52 430 28 890 24 020

Inter-country - 
two projects

j
Training courses, fellowships 23 000 12 200

I
EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN

Cyprus Consultants - to study aspects of community 
water supply in the country 20 200

! Ethiopia 32
i

Consultants - to study aspects of community 
water supply in the country » 20 400

i Iran 203 Fellowships 2 500
1
; Iraq 54
i

Consultants - to advise in problems of 
community water supply 20 200

I Iraq 46
1
I

Consultant - to advise on problems of 
water quality 5 loo

! Jordan 27
J

Sanitary engineer - to assist in ' . d é 

programme and in administration 13 465 14 916 14 210

Pakistan 54 • Sanitary engineer - to assist i r  ь. large- 
scale rural water supply projoct 14 541

1 Including for the Americas the Community Water Supply Fund of РАНО
* Projects receiving UNICEF assistance
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Project Type of Assistance
WHO Regular Budget Technical Assistance РАНО Regular Budget Special Account for  ̂

Community Water Supply

1963 1964 ' 1965 1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 I965 1963 1964 1965

EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN
(continued)

EMRO 56* Sanitary engineer and consultant to assist in 
a large-scale rural water supply project in 
Pakistan and to advise on training of water
works personnel 20 000 17 900

**Saudi Arabia 33 Sanitary engineer - to assist in planning and 
organizing a community water supply 
programme 5 153 15 094 12 407 19 200

Inter-country - one Training of water-works personnel 10 000
project

WESTERN PACIFIC

British Solomon Islands 8 Consultant - to advise in engineering and 
management 4 800

China 36 Sanitary engineer, fellowships - to assist in 
design, training, administration and 
financing 21 600 21979 36 670

China 203 Fellowships 8 400

Korea 200 Fellowships 8 800

Korea 26 Consultants, consulting engineer - to advise 
on financing and to prepare feasibility 
study

! 1
15 000 14 973 14 800

1 Including for the Americas the Community Water Supply Fund of РАНО

Projects receiving UNICEF assistance
- f t - f t Funds-in-Trust
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Project Type of Assistance
WHO Regular Budget Technical Assistance РАНО Regular Budget Special Account for  ̂

Community Water Supply

1963 1964 1965 1963 1964 1965 I963 1964 I965 1963 1964 1965

WESTERN PACIFIC 
(continued)

Malaysia
(a) Malaya 39 Sanitary engineer, consultants - 

to assist in water treatment 
and training 28 278 20 I50 19 600

(b) Sabah 14 
(ex-North Borneo)

Consultants - to advise on water 
treatment 12 000 14 800 4 800

(c) Sarawak 15 Consultants - to advise on engineering 
and organization 19 600 4 800

Philippines 78 Consultants - to advise on organization 
and administration 16 600

! Western Samoa 91 Consultant - to advise on engineering 
and organization 4 800

*Tonga 1 Sanitary engineer - to assist in 
improvement of water supplies

1
17 290 16 887

!Inter-country1 Training course 20 900

Íj INTER-REGIONAL AND OTHER 
I PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES

Inter-regional seminars, training etc. 15 000 25 000 81 000 107 000 125 600

TOTAL 50 660
■

60 062 152 569 542 646 648 652 390 382 16 000 16 000 35 600 651 150 948 627 1 332 904

1 Including for the Americas the Community Water Supply Fund of РАНО
* Projects receiving UNICEF assistance
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REGULAR BUDGET

Community Water Supply Programme

Estimated Obligations Difference
1964
US$

1965
US$

U3$

HEADQUARTERS
Five posts - consultants and duty 
travel, transferred from the Community
Water Supply Special Account

REGIONAL AD71SERS (one in each Region)

57 056 57 056

Africa 18 118 24 946 6 8z3
South-East Asia 23 233 17 058 (6 IV5)
Europe 13 579 14 083 504
Eastern Mediterranean 12 456 14 351 I 895
Western Pacific 17 010 26 743 9 т а  I

PROJECTS
South-East Asia

84 396 97 181
•3 S

12 785- i!
1

Ceylon 64 13 404 19 0̂7 ‘6 G03
Nepal 14
Inter-country programme

13 747 14 964 i 217

(sanitary engineer) - 17 174 17 174

Europe 1
Algeria 112 - 16 119 16 119 i

Eastern Mediterranean
Pakistan 54 - 14 541 14 541 !

Western Pacific
Korea 200 _ 8 800 8 6JO j
Malaya 39 - 28 278 28 2i/8 ; j

27 151 119 283
1

92 З.32

TOTAL 111 547 273 520
...... (

161 973 1 
.. »

P„— Representing the statutory increases for existing posts


